
Do you need to be concerned about the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)? 
The answer is  yes . is federal regulation that promotes accuracy, fairness and privacy of 
consumer information provided by all consumer reporting agencies. There are principles and 
processes that must be respected when making consumer information part of your ministry 
screening process. 
 
Vigilant holds these same principles in high regard. Not just by minimum standards and 
regulations or relying on automated processes, but we steward our responsibility to other in the 
following ways: 

● Honoring Federal and State equal employment opportunity laws together to 
ensure that all parties are protected and served 

● Ensuring that your employee, potential employee or volunteer is provided a 
standalone disclosure form that states your intentions of obtaining consumer 
information 

● Collecting a written or electronic signed authorization and consent to gather 
consumer information from the employee, potential employee or volunteer prior 
to obtaining any consumer information 

● Reminding our ministry partners of how the consumer information is to be used in 
compliance with . This includes providing employee, potential employee or 
volunteer a copy of all reports reflecting positive findings, a written description of 
their rights under , appropriate pre-adverse action and adverse action 
documentation.  

 

How does the Vigilant partnership work? 
We do not utilize automated processes. We partner with you through consultation, personal 
research and review of all records reflecting positive findings through the following multistep 
confirmation process compliance: 

● Flagged for confirmation before reporting 
● All personal identifying information is 
● Consistent public record reporting 
● Consultation is offered compliance. Inconsistent findings and confirmed positive 

findings are reviewed with the employee or potential employee by way of: 

1. A written copy of positive findings provided to the employee or potential 
employee 

2. A written summary of consumer rights under 
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3. A 10 day wait period for a dispute response 
4. A 5 day dispute review period 
5. Archive all documents for 7 years 
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